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NILPOTENCY OF BOCKSTEINS, KROPHOLLER’S
HIERARCHY AND A CONJECTURE OF MOORE
ELI ALJADEFF AND EHUD MEIR
Abstract. A conjecture of Moore claims that if Γ is a group and
H a finite index subgroup of Γ such that Γ −H has no elements
of prime order (e.g. Γ is torsion free), then a Γ-module which is
projective over H is projective over Γ. The conjecture is known for
finite groups. In that case, it is a direct consequence of Chouinard’s
theorem which is based on a fundamental result of Serre on the
vanishing of products of Bockstein operators. It was observed by
Benson, using a construction of Baumslag, Dyer and Heller, that
the analog of Serre’s Theorem for infinite groups is not true in
general. We prove that the conjecture is true for groups which
satisfy the analog of Serre’s theorem. Using a result of Benson
and Goodearl, we prove that the conjecture holds for all groups
inside Kropholler’s hierarchy LHF , extending a result of Aljadeff,
Cornick, Ginosar, and Kropholler. We show two closure properties
for the class of pairs of groups (Γ, H) which satisfy the conjecture,
the one is closure under morphisms, and the other is a closure
operation which comes from Kropholler’s construction. We use
this in order to exhibit cases in which the analog of Serre’s theorem
does not hold, and yet the conjecture is true. We will show that
in fact there are pairs of groups (Γ, H) in which H is a perfect
normal subgroup of prime index in Γ, and the conjecture is true
for (Γ, H). Moreover, we will show that it is enough to prove the
conjecture for groups of this kind only.
Keywords: Cohomology of groups; Kropholler’s hierarchy; LHF ;
Moore’s conjecture; Projectivity over group rings.
1. Introduction and statement of results
A well known result of Serre (see [15]) says that if Γ is a torsion
free group and H a subgroup of finite index then they have the same
cohomological dimension. The main task in the proof is to show that
if cd(H) < n then cd(Γ) <∞. Once this is achived it is not difficult to
show that in fact cd(Γ) = n.
In 1976 J. Moore posed a conjecture which is a far reaching general-
ization of Serre’s theorem.
Conjecture 1.1. Let Γ be a torsion free group and H a subgroup of
finite index. LetM be a ZΓ module. Then M is projective if (and only
if) it is projective as a ZH-module.
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More generally
Conjecture 1.2. Let Γ be any group and H a subgroup of finite index.
Assume no elements of prime order lie in Γ−H (cf. Moore’s condition).
Then the same conclusion holds, that is, if M is a ZΓ-module which is
projective over ZH , then is also projective over ZΓ.
Throughout the paper we will use the following terminology:
(1) We say that Moore’s conjecture holds for the pair (Γ, H) if (a)
(Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition. (b) Every ZΓ-module M
which is projective over ZH , is also projective over ZΓ.
(2) We say that Moore’s conjecture holds for a group Γ if the conjec-
ture holds for any pair (Γ, H) which satisfies Moore’s condition.
So for instance Moore’s conjecture holds for a cyclic group of
prime order Γ but not for the pair (Γ, {e}).
Remarks
(1) Moore’s conjecture may be rephrased as follows: Let Γ and H
be as above, then for any ZΓ-module M , Proj.dimZΓ(M) =
Proj.dimZH(M) (indeed if the conjecture is true and
Proj.dimZH(M) = n, then the n-th Syzygy of any projective
resolution of M over ZΓ is projective).
(2) Moore’s condition is necessary in the conjecture in the following
sense (See [3]): Let Γ be a group and H a normal subgroup of
finite index. If there are elements of prime order in Γ − H
then there exists a ZΓ-module M , projective over ZH but not
projective over ZΓ.
(3) It is not difficult to show (as in Serre’s theorem) (see [15]), that if
Γ is arbitrary andH is of finite index then Proj.dimZΓ(M) <∞
implies Proj.dimZΓ(M) = Proj.dimZH(M). So the real content
of Moore’s conjecture is in the statement: If Γ is torsion free
then Proj.dimZH(M) <∞ =⇒ Proj.dimZΓ(M) <∞.
(4) Serre’s theorem is the case where M = Z with the trivial Γ
action.
The first step in our analysis will be to reduce the conjecture to the
case in which the group H is normal in Γ and of prime index p (see
section 2). In our exposition below we will assume that this is indeed
the case unless we state otherwise.
Notice that the general Moore’s conjecture is meaningful for finite
groups. In that case it is known to be true and it is in fact a consequence
of Chouinard’s theorem (see [7]). Chouinard’s proof is based on a
fundamental idea of Serre which is formulated below only in a special
case. We start with a definition.
Let Γ be any group and H a normal subgroup of prime index p.
Consider the non-split extension β̂ : 1 −→ Z −→ Z −→ Γ/H ∼= Zp −→
1 as an element in H2(Γ/H,Z) and let βΓ/H = inf
Γ
Γ/H(β̂) ∈ H
2(Γ,Z)
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where inf denotes the inflation map. We refer to the element βΓ/H as
the Bockstein operator or just the Bockstein, that corresponds to the
pair (Γ, H).
Theorem 1.3. (Serre, see [8]) Let Γ be a finite group and H a normal
subgroup of prime index. Then Moore’s condition holds if and only if
βΓ/H is nilpotent in the cohomology ring H
∗(Γ,Z).
Chouinard’s idea was to use the nilpotency of the Bockstein βΓ/H in
order to get the desired result (it should be mentioned that his result
is more general).
Our first observation is that the nilpotency of βΓ/H plays the same
role for infinite groups as for finite groups.
Proposition 1.4. Let (Γ, H) be a group and a normal subgroup of
prime index. If βΓ/H is nilpotent in the cohomology ring, then Moore’s
conjecture is true for (Γ, H) (in particular Moore’s condition holds for
(Γ, H)).
Now suppose there is a subgroup K of H which is normal in Γ and
such that βΓ/K,H/K is nilpotent in H
∗(Γ/K,Z). Then, clearly, βΓ/H is
nilpotent in H∗(Γ,Z) and hence Moore’s conjecture is true for (Γ, H).
Combining with 1.4 and with 1.3 we prove an equivalent version of
Theorem 1.2 of [3]
Corollary 1.5. Let (Γ, H,K) as above where K is of finite index. If
Moore’s condition holds for (Γ/K,H/K) then Moore’s conjecture is
true for (Γ, H).
For instance, this is the case for the Thompson’s group F . This is
easily seen from the fact that F/K ∼= Z2 where K is the intersection
of all finite index subgroups of F .
The next result is the key for the proof of Theorem 1.7 below.
It extends considerably Corollary 1.5 by replacing pairs of the form
(Γ/K,H/K) where Γ/K is finite by pairs (Γ
′
, H
′
) which satisfy Moore’s
conjecture. The proof uses a result of Benson and Goodearl.
Proposition 1.6. Suppose that (Γ, H) and (Γ
′
, H
′
) are two pairs of a
group and a finite index normal subgroup. Suppose also that Γ/H ∼=
Γ
′
/H
′
, and we have a morphism of short exact sequences
1 // H

// Γ
φ

// Γ/H
∼=

// 1
1 // H
′ // Γ
′ // Γ
′
/H
′
// 1.
Suppose that (Γ
′
, H
′
) satisfies Moore’s conjecture. Then (Γ, H) sat-
isfies Moore’s conjecture as well.
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The proof of proposition 1.6 will be given in section 3
Unlike the case of finite groups, it was observed by D. Benson (see
[2]) that the Bockstein that corresponds to a pair (Γ, H) may not be
nilpotent even in cases where Γ is torsion free. Indeed, using a strength-
ened version (proved by Baumslag Dyer and Heller) of a construction
of Kan and Thurston (See [16],[4]) one can show the existence of a
torsion free group Γ, with a perfect subgroup H of prime index, with
β(Γ,H) non-nilpotent.
One of our main points in this paper is to show that Moore’s con-
jecture may be true for such pairs (Γ, H).
In fact in section 5 we will show that much more is true.
Theorem 1.7. For every pair of groups (Γ0, H0) (as usual H0 is normal
and of prime index in Γ0) there exists a pair of groups (Γ, H) as follows:
(1) H is normal and of prime index in Γ
(2) The group H is acyclic and hence the Bockstein β(Γ,H) is not
nilpotent.
(3) There is an embedding φ : Γ0 −→ Γ. Moreover, with this
embedding H0 = H ∩ Γ0 (i.e. φ induces an isomrphism of
Γ0/H0 ∼= Γ/H.
(4) The pair (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition if and only if the
pair (Γ0, H0) does.
(5) The pair (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture if and only if the
pair (Γ0, H0) does.
Our second main result in this paper is concerning Kropholler’s hi-
erarchy.
In [10] Kropholler constructed a rather large family of groups, de-
noted by HF , which contains for instance all groups with virtual finite
cohomological dimension, all finitely generated soluble groups, and all
linear groups. This family is subgroup closed and closed under group
extensions (See section 4 or [10] for the precise definition of HF ). The
class LHF is the class of groups whose finitely generated subgroups
are in HF . In [1] it was shown that Moore’s conjecture holds for all
groups in LHF under the condition that the module M (in the for-
mulation of the conjecture) is finitely generated. Here we prove that
the above restriction on M may be removed.
Theorem 1.8. Moore’s conjecture holds for any group in LHF .
We conclude by combining Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.8
Theorem 1.9. With the notation of Theorem 1.7, the group Γ is in
LHF if and only if Γ0 is in LHF .
Corollary 1.10. There exist pairs of groups (Γ, H) such that Γ is in
LHF (and hence (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture) and the corre-
sponding Bockstein βΓ,H is not nilpotent.
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On the other hand, applying Theorem 1.7 to the Thompson’s group
we obtain
Corollary 1.11. There exist pairs of groups (Γ, H) such that Γ in not
in LHF , (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture and the corresponding
Bockstein βΓ,H is not nilpotent.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present some gen-
eral results which are essential for the rest of the paper. In particular we
prove the reduction to normal subgroups of prime index. In section 3
we prove Theorem 1.6. In section 4 we recall Kropholler’s construction
and prove Theorem 1.8. In section 5 we prove Theorem 1.7.
2. Reductions, generalities, and the case of finite groups
We start with the reduction mentioned in the introduction:
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Moore’s conjecture is true for every pair
of groups (Γ, H) (which satisfies Moore’s condition) such that H is a
normal subgroup of Γ of prime index. Then Moore’s conjecture is true
for any pair of groups (Γ, H) which satisfies Moore’s condition.
Proof. Let (Γ, H) be any pair of groups which satisfies Moore’s condi-
tion. We will show that under the assumption of the lemma, the pair
(Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture. Let
H¯ = core(H) =
⋂
g∈Γ
gHg−1.
Then H¯ is a normal subgroup of Γ of finite index. It is easy to see that
if (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition, the same is true for (Γ, H¯). We
thus assume without loss of generality that H is normal in Γ (since if
the conjecture is true for (Γ, H¯), it is clearly true for (Γ, H)).
Let M be a Γ-module which is projective over H . We would like to
prove that M is projective over Γ. Consider the finite group F = Γ/H .
For every prime number pi which divides the order n of F , let P¯i be
a pi-Sylow subgroup of F , and let Pi be its inverse image in Γ. Since
Pi/H = P¯i is a finite pi group, there is a finite chain of subgroups
H = H0 < H1 < . . . < Pi
such that Hj+1/Hj ∼= Zp. By induction, it follows now from our as-
sumption that M is projective over every Hj , and therefore also over
Pi for every i. Let N be any Γ-module. The map cor
Pi
Γ · res
Γ
Pi
:
Ext1Γ(M,N) → Ext
1
Γ(M,N) is multiplication by |F/P¯i|. Thus all the
numbers |F/P¯i| annihilates Ext
1
Γ(M,N). These numbers are coprime
(since P¯i is a pi-Sylow subgroup of F ), so Ext
1
Γ(M,N) = 0. Since N
was arbitrary, this means that M is projective over Γ as required. 
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We assume therefore that Γ/H is cyclic of prime order p. Let us
denote a generator of Γ/H by x. We shall use some well known results
on the cohomology of finite cyclic groups. For a proof of these, see
for example the book of Mac Lane, [13]. We know that the second
cohomology group H2(Γ/H,Z) is cyclic of order p. A generator βˆ of
this group is given by the exact sequence
βˆ : 1→ Z→ ZΓ/H → ZΓ/H → Z→ 1
where the first map is given by the inclusion 1 7→
∑p−1
i=0 x
i, the second
map is the Γ/H map which sends 1 to 1− x, and the third map is the
natural projection (the augmentation map). Consider the inflation of
βˆ to Γ, β = infΓΓ/H(βˆ). As an exact sequence, β is represented by the
same exact sequence as βˆ where the modules are now considered as
Γ-modules. Notice that as an exact sequence of Z-modules, β splits,
and therefore if M is any Γ-module, then β⊗ZM is also exact, and we
can consider βM = β ⊗Z M ∈ Ext
2
Γ(M,M).
Remark 2.2. The description of β given above is different from the one
given in the introduction. The fact that the definitions are equivalent
follows easily from results which appear in [13].
As we shall soon see, β and βM play a decisive role in what follows.
Recall first that if N is a Γ/H-module, then for every natural number
i > 0 the cup product with βˆ defines an isomorphism H i(Γ/H,N) →
H i+2(Γ/H,N). If M is also a Γ/H module, then one can define in the
obvious way the cocycle βˆM ∈ Ext
2
Γ/H(M,M) such that infβˆM = βM ,
and cup product with βˆM defines an isomorphism Ext
i
Γ/H(M,N) →
Exti+2Γ/H(M,N) for every i.
The nilpotency of βM plays a similar role for infinite groups as for
finite groups
Proposition 2.3. (see [17] and [6] for the finite case)
Let Γ be a group, and let H be a normal subgroup of prime index
such that (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition. Let M be a Γ-module.
Then βM ∈ Ext
2
Γ(M,M) is nilpotent if and only if it is true that any
ζ ∈ Ext∗Γ(M,M) with nilpotent restriction to H is nilpotent.
Proof. One direction is easy- if every element ζ with nilpotent restric-
tion to H is nilpotent, then in particular β, whose restriction to H is
zero, is nilpotent. The proof of the other direction is exactly the same
as the proof in case the group Γ is finite, and uses the Quillen-Venkov
lemma. The Quillen-Venkov lemma says that if we consider the LHS
spectral sequence
E2s,t = H
s(Γ/H,ExttH(M,M))⇒ Ext
s+t
Γ (M,M),
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then multiplication by βM defines an epimorphism E
r
s,t → E
r
s+2,t which
is also an isomorphism in case s ≥ r. Then it can easily be shown that
if ζ ∈ Ext∗Γ(M,M) has nilpotent restriction to H , then there exist an i
such that ζ i is divisible by βM , and this proves the claim. The proof of
Quillen-Venkov lemma for the case of finite groups can also be found
in [8]. Since the proof of the lemma does not really depend on the
finiteness of the group Γ, our claim follows.

We can now prove Proposition 1.4. In fact we present a stronger
statement using βM rather than β.
Proposition 2.4. Let Γ and H be as above. Let M be a Γ-module
which is projective as an H-module. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
a. M is projective over Γ.
b. βM = 0
c. βM is nilpotent.
Proof. That a ⇒ b ⇒ c is trivial, since if M is projective over Γ then
Ext2Γ(M,M) = 0. Suppose that βM is nilpotent. Let N be any Γ-
module. Consider the LHS spectral sequence
E2s,t = H
s(Γ/H,ExttH(M,N))⇒ Ext
s+t
Γ (M,N).
Since M is projective over H , this sequence collapses at the E2 term,
and thus ExtnΓ(M,N) = H
n(Γ/H,HomH(M,N)). It follows that mul-
tiplication by βM is an isomorphism Ext
n
Γ(M,N)→ Ext
n+2
Γ (M,N) for
every n > 0. Since βM is nilpotent, it follows that Ext
n
Γ(M,N) = 0 for
every n > 0 and our claim follows. 
Remark 2.5. The proof above mimics the proof of Chouinard’s theo-
rem in the case of finite groups.
Using the proposition above, we can derive two easy corollaries:
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that Γ and H are as above, and that the Bock-
stein element β is nilpotent. Then βM is nilpotent as well and therefore
Moore’s conjecture holds for (Γ, H).
Proof. It is easy to see that βi⊗Z M = β
i
M for every i, and therefore if
β is nilpotent then βM is nilpotent as well.

Corollary 2.7. Suppose that Γ and H are as above, and M is a Γ-
module of finite projective dimension, which is projective over H. Then
M is projective over Γ. In particular, if Γ is a group of finite cohomo-
logical dimension, then Moore’s conjecture is true for (Γ, H).
Proof. IfM has finite projective dimension, then βM must be nilpotent
and proposition 2.4 applies. If Γ has finite cohomological dimension,
then any M has finite projective dimension. 
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Remark 2.8. Corollary 2.7 is actually true in general. That is, if H is
a finite index subgroup of Γ, andM is a Γ-module which isH-projective
and which has a finite length resolution over Γ, then M is projective
over Γ. This can be proved using the Eckmann-Shapiro Lemma. The
proof is a variant of the proof of Lemma 9.1 of [15].
As mentioned above, the Bockstein β is nilpotent whenever there is
a finite index subgroup K of H , normal in Γ, such that (Γ/K,H/K)
satisfies Moore’s condition. One may ask if the existence of such finite
quotient is necessary for the nilpotency of βΓ,H? The following two
examples shows that the answer is negative.
Example 2.9. Consider the group G = Z, and let p be a prime num-
ber. The group G has a finite index normal subgroup H˜ = pZ. The
group H˜ is also embedded in the additive group of rational numbers
Q. We can thus form the free product with amalgamation Γ = G∗H˜Q.
Since Q has no finite index subgroups, each finite index subgroup of Γ
must contains Q, and therefore also H˜. It follows easily that the only
finite index subgroup of Γ is the normal closure of Q, which we shall de-
note by H . This is a normal subgroup of index p. It is easy to see that
there is no subgroup K < H of finite index such that (Γ/K,H/K)
satisfies Moore’s condition. However, Γ has finite cohomological di-
mension, being the free product with amalgamation of groups of finite
cohomological dimension, and the Bockstein β is therefore nilpotent.
Example 2.10. As another example, consider the group SLn(Z) for
n > 2. Let m > 3 be a natural number, and let Γn(m) = ker(φ)
where φ : SLn(Z) −→ SLn(Zm) is the natural map. The group Γn(m)
is known as a congruence subgroup. Recall (see [14], Lemma 4.7.11
and Proposition 4.7.12) that Γn(m) is torsion free, residually finite,
and moreover has finite cohomological dimension. On the other hand,
it is known that there is torsion in the profinite completion Γ̂n(m)
of Γn(m). Let us denote an element of prime order p in Γ̂n(m) by
x. If H is a finite index subgroup of Γn(m), then Ĥ, the profinite
completion of H , is a finite index subgroup of Γ̂n(m). It is easy to
see that the intersection of all such Ĥ is trivial (since both Γn(m) and
Γ̂n(m) are residually finite), and therefore there is a subgroup H of
Γn(m) such that x /∈ Ĥ . By taking the core of H if necessary, we may
assume that H is normal in Γn(m). Since elements of Γ̂n(m) are just
coherent families of elements of Γn(m)/K, where K runs over all finite
index normal subgroups of Γn(m), it is reasonable to speak about the
element x mod H of Γn(m)/H . We can lift this element to an element y
of Γn(m) which satisfies y /∈ H and y
p ∈ H . Consider now the subgroup
R of Γn(m) which is generated by H and y. The group H is a normal
subgroup of R of prime index p. Since Γn(m) has finite cohomological
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dimension, the same is true for R and therefore the Bockstein of (R,H)
is nilpotent. On the other hand, it is easy to see that if we consider R̂
as a subgroup of Γ̂n(m), then x is in R̂− Ĥ . Therefore there cannot be
a finite index normal subgroup K of R such that (R/K,H/K) satisfies
Moore’s condition, even though the Bockstein is nilpotent.
3. Closure under short exact sequences
In this section we present the proof of Proposition 1.6 from the in-
troduction. Recall that we have the following map of short exact se-
quences:
1 // H

// Γ
φ

// Γ/H
∼=

// 1
1 // H
′ // Γ
′ // Γ
′
/H
′
// 1.
We know that (Γ′, H ′) satisfies Moore’s conjecture, and we would
like to prove that (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture. In the course of
the proof, we will use the following result of Benson and Goodearl (see
[5]) :
Theorem 3.1. Let Γ be a group, and H a finite index subgroup. Sup-
pose that M is a Γ-module which is projective over H and flat over Γ.
Then M is projective over Γ.
Remark 3.2. Notice that in order to apply the theorem, it is not
necessary that (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition. However, we shall
use the theorem in those cases only.
Proof. As can easily be seen, we need to consider only the special cases
in which φ is one to one and in which φ is onto. So suppose that φ
is one to one and let M be a Γ-module which is projective over H .
Consider the induced module M˜ = IndΓ
′
Γ M . This module is a Γ
′-
module which is projective over H ′, so by assumption it is projective
over Γ′. But when restricting to Γ, M is a direct summand of M˜ , and
thus M is Γ-projective. The case where φ is onto is more subtle. We
shall prove that if M is a Γ-module which is H-projective, then it is
Γ-flat. Then we use Theorem 3.1 to complete the proof. So let M be
such a module. We would like to show that for every Γ-module N we
have that TorΓn(M,N) = 0 for every n > 0. Consider first the case
in which N is free as an abelian group. In this case it is easy to see
that M ⊗Z N is projective as an H-module, where H acts diagonally.
This is true due to the fact that we can reduce easily to the case in
which M is a free ZH-module, and in that case it is true that as a
ZH-modules, M ⊗Z N ∼= M ⊗Z Ntr, which is a free H-module, where
Ntr is N with the trivial H-action. Let us denote the kernel of φ
by K. The torsion groups TorΓn(M,N) are the homology groups of
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the complex P ∗ ⊗Γ N → M ⊗Γ N , where P
∗ → M is a projective
resolution of M over Γ. Consider P ∗ ⊗Z N → M ⊗Z N as a complex
of K-modules. As such, it is a resolution of a projective module by
projective modules, and thus it splits. It follows that after applying
the functor (−)K of taking K-coinvariants, the complex stays exact,
and thus P ⊗K N → M ⊗K N is still a resolution. M ⊗Z N was
projective over H , and therefore (M ⊗Z N)K = M ⊗K N is projective
over H/K = H ′. But by assumption, M ⊗K N is also projective
over Γ′. So by applying the functor (−)Γ′ , we get that the complex
P ⊗Γ N → M ⊗Γ N is exact, as required. In case N is not free as an
abelian group, we proceed in the following way: take a resolution of N
by Γ-modules which are free as abelian groups, 0→ Y → X → N → 0,
and use the long exact sequence in homology in order to deduce that
TorΓn(M,N) = 0 for n > 1. Consider a short exact sequence 0→ Q→
P → M → 0 of Γ-modules such that P is projective over Γ. Since M
is projective over H , the same holds for Q, since the sequence splits
over H . Now if N is any Γ-module, we have that for every n > 0
TorΓn(Q,N) = Tor
Γ
n+1(M,N) = 0. The module Q is thus Γ projective,
and thus M is projective over H and has a projective resolution of
length 1 over Γ. It follows from Corollary 2.7 and Remark 2.8 that M
is projective over Γ, as desired. 
4. Kropholler’s hierarchy and the operator H
Let X be any class of groups. Following Kropholler (see [10]) we
define the class H1X to be the class of all groups G which satisfies
the following condition: G acts on a contractible finite dimensional
CW-complex X via a cellular action, such that the setwise and the
pointwise stabilizers of the cells coincide, and the stabilizers of the
cells are subgroups of G which lies inside X .
Notice that actually X ⊆ H1X since any group G acts on the one
point CW-complex trivially, and the stabilizer of the one point is G
itself. We now define by transfinite induction the class HX . Define
H0X = X , Hα+1X = H1(HαX ), and HλX =
⋃
γ<λHγX for a
limit ordinal λ. We define HX to be the union of HαX over all
ordinals. Notice that the class HX is closed under the operator H1
in the sense that H1(HX ) = HX . We denote by F the class of all
finite groups. Thus the classHF is defined. For any class of groups X
we define LX to be the class of all groups G such that every finitely
generated subgroup of G is in X (that is- G is locally inside X ). In
particular, the class LHF is defined. For a thorough investigation of
the class LHF , the reader is advised to look at papers by Kropholler
et al. [9], [10], [11] and [12].
In [1] Aljadeff et al. have proved that if Γ is in LHF , and H is a
finite index subgroup of Γ such that (Γ, H) satisfies’s Moore’s condition,
then Moore’s conjecture is true for finitely generated modules, that is-
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if M is a finitely generated Γ-module which is projective over H , then
it is also projective over Γ. We would like to prove that this is actually
true without the assumption that the module M is finitely generated.
The following was proved by the first author in [3]:
Proposition 4.1. Let Γ be a group, and H a finite index subgroup.
Suppose that for every finitely generated subgroup K of Γ it is true that
(K,K ∩H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture. Then (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s
conjecture.
Proof. Let M be a Γ-module which is H-projective. Then by the as-
sumption, M is projective (and hence flat) over any finitely generated
subgroup K of Γ. This implies that M is actually flat over Γ. Using
Theorem 3.1 above, the result follows. 
We can now prove theorem 1.8 stated in the introduction:
Proposition 4.2. Let Γ ∈ LHF , and let H be a finite index sub-
group of Γ such that (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition. Then Moore’s
conjecture is true for (Γ, H).
Proof. We first prove the theorem for Γ ∈ HF . We use induction on
the first α for which Γ ∈ HαF . The case α = 0 is considered in section
2. The case where α is a limit ordinal cannot happen as in that case
Γ ∈ HγF for some γ < α. Suppose that α = γ + 1. Then Γ acts on
a contractible CW-complex X of dimension n such that the stabilizers
of the cells are subgroups Ki of Γ which lies inside HγF . Consider the
cellular chain complex C of X ,
C = 0→ Cn → Cn−1 → . . .→ C0 → Z→ 0.
It is finite dimensional since X is finite dimensional, and it is acyclic
since X is contractible. The action of Γ on X induces an action of Γ
on C. As such, each Cj decomposes as a direct sum of permutation
modules of the form ZΓ/Ki, with one direct summand corresponds to
each orbit of the action of Γ on the j-cells. Let now M be a Γ-module
which is projective over H . By restriction, M is a Ki module which
is projective over Ki ∩ H for every i. Since (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s
condition, the same is true for the pair (Ki, Ki ∩H). But Ki ∈ HγF
so by induction we can assume that actually M is projective over Ki
for every i. By taking the tensor product of C with M over Z, we get
the exact sequence
C ⊗M = 0→ Cn ⊗M → . . .→ C0 ⊗M →M → 0.
The module Cj ⊗M decomposes as the direct sum of module of the
form ZΓ/Ki⊗M , which is isomorphic to Ind
Γ
Ki
M via the isomorphism
gKi⊗m 7→ g⊗g
−1m. SinceM is Ki projective, it follows that Ind
Γ
Ki
M
is Γ-projective, and thus all the modules in the complex C⊗M (beside
M perhaps) are projective. But this means that M has a projective
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resolution of finite length. Using corollary 2.7 and remark 2.8, we con-
clude thatM is projective as well. In case we only know that the group
Γ is in LHF , the argument we used shows that a Γ-module M which
is projective over H is also projective over every finitely generated sub-
group K of Γ. Using proposition 4.1 we conclude that M is projective
over Γ as well. 
The argument used in the proof above can be used to prove a stronger
result. Notice first that it was not really necessary that the complex X
would be contractible. It would be enough if it were acyclic, since we
have only used the acyclicity of the complex C. In order to state the
generalization we need to make some definitions. Let Y be a class of
pairs of a group and a finite index subgroup. This means that elements
of Y are pairs of the form (Γ, H) for some group Γ and a finite index
subgroup H of Γ. We define H1Y to be the class of all pairs (Γ, H) of
a group Γ and a finite index subgroup H , such that Γ acts cellularly on
an acyclic finite dimensional CW-complex X such that the pointwise
stabilizer and the setwise stabilizer of all the cells coincide, and such
that for every stabilizer subgroup K of one of the cells, it holds that
(K,K ∩ H) is in Y . We define HY and LHY in the same way we
have defined before HX and LHX .
We have the following:
Proposition 4.3. Let Y be the class of all pairs (Γ, H) for which
Moore’s conjecture holds. Then Y = lHY .
Proof. Exactly the same as the proof of 4.2

5. cases where β is not nilpotent
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.7. This yields exam-
ples for pairs of groups (Γ, H) which satisfies Moore’s conjecture, even
though the Bockstein β is not nilpotent. Our proof uses a construction
of Baumslag Dyer and Heller from [4].
Recall that a group G is said to be acyclic if Hn(G,Z) = 0 for every
n > 0. Using the universal coefficients theorem, one can see that this
determines that Hn(G,Z) = 0 for every n > 0. Recall first a definition
and two propositions from [4]
Definition 5.1. A supergroup M of a group B is called a mitosis of
B if there exist elements s and d of M such that
1. M = 〈B, s, d〉
2. bd = bbs for all b ∈ B, and
3. [b′, bs] = 1 for all b, b′ ∈ B.
A group M is called mitotic if it contains a mitosis of every one of its
finitely generated subgroups.
Proposition 5.2. Mitotic groups are acyclic.
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Proposition 5.3. Let G be any group. Then G can be embedded in
a mitotic group A (and thus each group is embeddable in an acyclic
group). If G is in LHF then we can choose A to be in LHF as well.
Proof. The idea is that we begin with a groupG, embed it into a mitosis
of G, m(G), embed m(G) into m2(G) which is a mitosis of m(G), and
so on, and we take A to be the union. Clearly A is mitotic. The
group m(G) is defined in the following way: let D = G × G, let E =
〈D, t; t−1(g, 1)t = (g, g), g ∈ G〉 and let m(G) = 〈E, u; u−1(g, 1)u =
(1, g), g ∈ G〉. It is easy to see that indeed m(G) is a mitosis of G. If
G is in LHF , then the same is true for D, E and m(G), since LHF
is closed under taking direct products, HNN extensions, and countable
unions. 
We proceed now to prove Theorem 1.7. We state and prove a some-
what more general version using the above terminology.
Proposition 5.4. Let (Γ0, H0) be a pair of a group and a finite index
normal subgroup. The group Γ0 can be embedded in a group Γ which
has a finite index normal subgroup H such that the following conditions
hold:
1. H ∩ Γ0 = H0.
2. the inclusion Γ0 → Γ induces an isomorphism Γ0/H0 ∼= Γ/H.
3. The pair (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s condition if and only if (Γ0, H0)
does.
4. The pair (Γ, H) satisfies Moore’s conjecture if and only if (Γ0, H0)
does.
5. Γ is in LHF if and only if Γ0 is.
6. The group H is mitotic (and thus acyclic).
In order to prove the proposition, we first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.5. The group Γ0 can be embedded in a group Γ1 which has
a finite index subgroup H1 such that conditions 1-5 of the proposition
hold, and such H1 contains a mitosis of H0.
Proof. Consider an embedding of H0 in a mitotic group A. By lemma
5.3, we may assume that if Γ is in LHF , then so does A. Define Γ1 =
Γ0∗H0A. Then Γ0 is a subgroup of Γ1. There exists an epimorphism φ :
Γ1 → Γ0/H0 which sends A to the trivial element, and which maps Γ0
onto Γ0/H0 canonically. Denote ker(φ) by H1. Note that H1 contains
A which is a mitosis of H0. It is easy to see that (Γ1, H1) satisfies
conditions 1,2, and 5 of the proposition. We now prove that the pair
(Γ1, H1) also satisfies conditions 3 and 4. If (Γ0, H0) violates Moore’s
condition, then there exists an element x ∈ Γ0 such that 〈x〉 ∩H0 = 1,
and so the same x violates Moore’s condition for Γ1. In the other
direction, if there exist an x ∈ Γ1 such that 〈x〉 ∩ H1 = 1, then x
is of finite order, and thus is conjugate to an element of finite order
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in A or in Γ0. As x 6∈ H1, we conclude that x is conjugate to an
element y ∈ Γ0, which violates Moore’s condition for (Γ0, H0). To
prove 4, notice that if (Γ1, H1) satisfies Moore’s conjecture, then also
(Γ0, H0) satisfies Moore’s conjecture by 1.6. If (Γ0, H0) satisfies Moore’s
conjecture, we proceed as follows: Γ1 is the amalgamated free product
of A and Γ0 over H0, and thus Γ1 acts on a tree (which is in particular
a CW-complex) such that the points of the tree has two orbits, one
with stabilizer A and the other with stabilizer Γ0, and the edges have
one orbit, with stabilizer H0. Using now proposition 4.3, the result
follows. 
proof of proposition 5.4 Using the lemma above, one can form a chain
of embeddings Γ0 →֒ Γ1 →֒ Γ2 →֒ · · · . We define Γ to be the union of
the groups Γi, and H to be the union of the subgroups Hi. It is easy
to see that (Γ, H) satisfies conditions 1 and 2. Condition 3 is satisfied
by an argument similar to the one used in Lemma 5.5. Condition
4 is proved in one direction using lemma 1.6 again. On the other
direction we proceed as follows: Suppose that Moore’s conjecture is
true for (Γ0, H0) Then it is true also for every (Γi, Hi). As every finitely
generated subgroup of Γ is contained in some Γi, using proposition
1.6 and 4.1, the result follows. Condition 5 is true since Kropholler’s
hierarchy is closed under countable unions. The only thing left to prove
is thatH is mitotic. This follows easily from the fact thatHi+1 contains
a mitosis of Hi.
Notice in particular that ifH is acyclic, thenH∗(Γ/H,Z) ∼= H∗(Γ,Z)
by inflation. This can easily be seen by considering the LHS spectral
sequence in cohomology which corresponds the the group extension
1→ H → Γ→ Γ/H → 1.
As a result, take a pair (Γ0, H0) such that Γ/H is cyclic of prime order,
and such that Moore’s conjecture is true for (Γ0, H0). Embed the pair
in a pair (Γ, H) such that H is acyclic, using the proposition. Then
(Γ, H) is a pair for which Moore’s conjecture is true even though the
Bockstein is not nilpotent. If one takes Γ0 to be a group in LHF then
Γ would be in LHF as well. If Γ0 6∈ LHF , (for example, take Γ0 to
be Thompson’s group F ), then the same holds for Γ, since LHF is
subgroup closed. In conclusion, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 5.6. Any pair of groups (Γ0, H0) such that H0 is a normal
subgroup of finite index in Γ0 can be embedded in a pair of groups (Γ, H)
such that Γ ∈ LHF if and only if Γ0 ∈ LHF , Moore’s conjecture is
true for (Γ0, H0) if and only if it is true for (Γ, H), and H is acyclic.
As a result, there are examples, inside and outside LHF , of pairs of
groups (Γ, H) such that Γ/H is cyclic of prime index, (Γ, H) satis-
fies Moore’s condition, and the Bockstein element is not nilpotent. In
particular, it is enough to prove Moore’s conjecture for pairs of groups
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(Γ, H) such that Γ/H is cyclic of prime order, H is acyclic, and (Γ, H)
satisfies Moore’s condition.
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